END-TO-END
CONTACTLESS
CUSTOMER
JOURNEYS FOR
QSR, FAST CASUAL
& FULL SERVICE
RESTAURANTS

TableRes App
is free for large
restaurant
groups

Customers reserve,
order and pay at table
or click and collect. All
from their smartphone.

The TableRes App eliminates
face-to-face contact and
removes the need to touch
items that have been through
many hands.

www.tableres.com

TableRes is a product of

END TO END
CONTACTLESS
JOURNEYS

QUICK & SIMPLE
E-COMMERCE

The TableRes App enables end to end contactless

app payments has been a slow and cumbersome

customer journeys through QSR, fast casual

process. Not least because each restaurant

and full service restaurants. It eliminates face to

needed its own individual e-merchant account.

face contact between staff and customers and

TableRes App’s built-in payment processing

removes the need for them to touch items, like

solution, SinglePay makes the process quick,

printed menus, cash and bills that have been

easy and efficient. SinglePay enables just one

through many hands.

e-merchant account to support all restaurants

Up until now setting up restaurants to accept in

in the same ownership. This saves hundreds of
Using the App, QSR and fast casual customers

hours of work and thousands in fees. It reduces

can find the closest location, see the full menu,

significantly the deployment lead time for larger

order and pre-pay for delivery or pick up at the

chains.

counter/kerbside. Restaurants also have the
option to allow customers to reserve a table,
through the app, so at busy times they can be

MULTI-CHANNEL

sure of a place to eat-in once they collect their
TableRes can be delivered as a web app that

food.

doesn’t need to be downloaded. A simple link
Full service and fast casual restaurant customers

can be embedded in an existing app or a website.

can quickly find a location and reserve a table.

Alternatively, it can be created as an iOS and

Once they arrive, they are able to seat themselves,

Android app to download from app stores. The

view the full menu, order food and beverages and

app is multi-lingual and multi-currency. TableRes

pay. Multiple guests can ‘join’ the table and, at the

is ideal for larger chains of restaurants and can be

end of the meal, they have the option to add a tip

rolled out across substantial estates quickly and

and even split the bill. The TableRes App makes all

efficiently.

this possible without face to face contact.

The Symphony integrated TableRes App

TableRes is a product of BookingTek, a

is currently available free of charge to

SaaS and e-commerce partner to one

large restaurant chains. Ask your Oracle

third of the world’s leading hotel groups

or Evalon account manager or contact

and restaurants.

BookingTek direct.

Contact us now for more details.

www.bookingtek.com

www.bookingtek.com
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